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Introduction

The constant increase in energy demand is a
feature of modern society. On a world scale
social and economic developments will lead
demand-until at least the end of
the century-such that it will double roughly
every fifteen years. The protection of the
environment introduces a further constraint,
since the measures imposed thereby often necessitate a higher energy consumption and restrictions on certain products.

increases in

Over the next fifteen or twenty years the major
factors involved will be not so much the

actual

tion based .on certain principles, in respect of
fields and within a framework still to be determined , among the major energy- importing
areas-primarily, given the scale of their consumption , the Community, the United States
and Japan , though provision must also be made
for associating those developing countries which

import their

energy.

Principles
Cooperation must be based on the observance
of non- discrimination and reciprocity of obli-

gations.

energy as the economic and
political conditions under which it is obtained.
In the longer term the volume of new energy

It must also take account of the characteristics

tapped and developed
will require an unprecedented level of effort
and the gradual replacement of hydrocarbons
by other forms of energy will demand enormous
investments , as well as greater effort in the
field of the rational use of energy.

intended to
of supply.

availability of

sources needing to be

and particular circumstances of each party, and

so far as is possible , having regard to the aims
in view , must not interfere with specific moves
improve individual parties ' security

The Community must give prio-rity to' this cooperation , but without allowing it to work

As was stressed by the Heads of State or
Government of the enlarged Community in

against the legitimate interests of the
exportIng countrIes.

Paris in October 1972

economic conditions.

On the contrary, the Community must contribute indirectly to the economic growth of the
developing countries , in particular those which
have no energy resources.

to be taken to this end must be
based henceforth on a long-term global assess-

Fields

, the underlying problem
besetting energy policy is to guarantee longterm security of supplies under satisfactory

energy-

The measures

ment of trends. They must also constitute an

coherent enough to render
instruments of varying scope truly effective.

entity which is

The most immediate benefit and the most urgent
objective of the cooperation ' envisaged is the

avoidance , by means of a continuous exchange
of

of information and appropriate concertation ,

Relations between the Community
and energy importing countries
The fact that energy supply is gradually assuming a worldwide dimension inevitably makes it

virtually impossible for a country, or even
group of countries , to solve the problems in this
field on its own. The desirability of reducing
the risk of mutual overbidding and confrontation is making it necessary to institUte cooperaS. 6/73

needless and expensive overbidding for crude
oil by the importing countries.
One instance would be contingency arrange-

ments against unexpected supply difficulties

with each party undertaking

to introduce

a

compulsory stockpiling scheme harmonized
with those of other countries and to take all
necessary action to cushion the impact of the
crisis on all those involved. In addition , a
crisis affecting any or all the parties should

entail apportionment of the imports of each in
accordance with his energy requiren1ents and
the harmonized application of rationing
measures.

Other aspects of energy policy, however , could
benefit from this cooperation. Exchanges of
information and concerted action should
concerned with the examination of the overall
energy situation and of measures taken or con-

tel11plated. Likewise , security of supply would
be enhanced by the aforementioned harmonization of measures designed to cope with crises

or by the

adoption of

realistic and common

criteria for environmental protection.
Lastly, specific projects of collaboration

could benefit all three in matters of scientific
and technical research aimed at discovering
new sources of energy, or new resources , or
for

known resources;

The best guarantee of stability, in the last analy-

sis, will be a cliI1)ate of . mutual trust between
the Community and its suppliers. To be lasting, this trust must

go along with cooperation

based on satisfaction of the

interests of b~th

sides. N ow there is unquestionably a
reaching complementarity of interests

very far-

between
the Community, as a major importer of oil and
gas and some
of the main exporter countries
for which Europe could represent not only a
market for their commodities and manufactures

but also a source of help in the development

linking

the Community, the United States and Japan
even new uses

applies in particular to hydrocarbons , for \vJiich
its dependence on outside sources is greatest.

in

this

connection nuclear energy and the technology
of deep-sea oil prospecting in particular , offer
enorn10US scope.

Framework

The field of cooperation on energy between
the Community, the United States and Japan

of their economies

and , in particular , in the
working-up of their natural resources and in
their industrialization.

The Community can rightly be pleased that , in
fact , several energy-exporting countries have
offered to help assure it of a stable flow of
cothe wish
operate with it. The Co,mmunity should there-

supplies and have expressed

to

fore develop appropriate relationships with the
energy-exporting countries. In this connection
it should be recalled that the relationships with
some of these countries belong to the ' overall
approach' that the Community is adopting
vis- a.-vis the Mediterranean countries.

is too diversified for it to be possible or worthwhile to work out an institUtional framework

for it at this

stage;

and the framework

must

moreover, take account of what is done within
a ECD. Without prejudging the outcome of

that the Commission
should make in Japan and the United States
and in the developing countries which are
imp.orters of energy, however , there is already

the exploratory missions

an immediate need for the creation of a joint
consultation group, ,vhere those responsible for
energy matters in the Community, the United
States and Japan would meet periodically.

Organuzation of the

The main object here is

Relations between the Community

The prime object of a Community energy policy
is to increase the stability of its supplies. This

to preserve

effective

competition and ensure freedom of m.ovement

,vithin the Community. The achievement of
this aim is being impeded , inter alia by technical obstacles resulting from differences in
the specifications of

vvill need to be

petroleum products; these

harmonized.

In addition it will be necessary to frame without
delay a

and the oil-exporting countries

Community oil market

common set .of

rules on imports

and

exports of hydrocarbons , including surveillance

of oil imports in connection with which controls can be introduced in case of need.
There is a major financial problem in the oil
sector , namely, the availability .of the funds
S. 6/73

required to finance greatly extended and diversi-

fied operations of exploration
the development cost of

and production,

which is

likely to

Increase.

diaries of foreign groups

and

independents).

The . supervisory procedure. would have
included in the

In the light of these increased requirements the
public authorities can . only act as a catalyst,
, by setting up so called ' joint undertakings
Basically normal market. forces should produce
the necessary

funds.

presupposes that, while co.mpetition is upheld
among the various types of company engaged
protect
unified system would
conSUlner interests
be set up to keep supply conditions and structures under review. This is particularly necessary in view of the new conditions arising from
the structural changes occurring on the world
in supplying the market , in order to

,a

oil market , which

general rules

will henceforth affect

the

co111panies supplying the European Inarket.

the market would also be
appropriate when viewed against the background of coordinated consultation with the
other large oil- importing regions namely, the
United States and Japan , and with the energyOrganization of

exporting countries , for which Europe would
be both a market and a partner for a balanced

be tailored

to

the specific nature of the . oil

industry.

Crude oil should

of suppiying

be imported under normal

this, the public authorities must be notified of
price indicators based on an

Pricing system

The consumer must be protected against unjustified price rises, while the oil industry must
have sufficient self- financing

its needs. On the

other

on the basis of comparable criteria. Furthermore, it is necessary to evaluate
the. interest of establishing a pricing system

harmonized

The aiD1

of

industrial concentrations

such action would be to optin1ize

the structure of the Community s oil industry
vvhile upholding competition among the various
types of supplying company. Companies from
the pr-oducing countries wishing to gain greater
benefit from the oil in their possession will

probably join the traditional suppliers (subsi-
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at Community

level.

Concertation with the

Supervision of planned

necessary that pricing

systems applied in certain Member States should

which should ' be

regulation

capacity to cover

hand distortions of

competition in the Community must be avoided.

For this purpose it is

Moreover , general rules governing the regulation of the market should be drawn up and
closer concertation between the public
authorities and the -oil companies should be

of the Community market

objec~ive assess-

ment of the actual supply situation ap.d recorded
upon the entry of the crude oil into the Communlty.

be established

Rules governing the

oil

conditions of competition. In order to achieve

development.

relied on.

to be

currently being

formulated at Community level and if necessary

Information on the cost

This profitability of the Community market

European companies

oi/. comp.anies

Given the uncertainties over the flow of oil
supplies , both in the short and in the long term,
and the important part which the oil companies
supplying the Community must. continue to

will be

necessary to arrange for the
play, it
informed
authorities to

public

be more fully

concerning the colnpanies '

technical and finan-

cial capacity.

It will be necessary also to organize concertation
between the public authorities and the COlTIpanies , for the purpose , primarily, of achieving,

by flexible procedures, a. more consistent and
economically rational pattern

of oil supplies

for the Community. To this end the companies

would present five- year programme setting
their import and investmen~ plans , and

would also concert with the public authorities
in advance of any important negotiations with
the producer

countries.

there would be concertation on the

companies '

contingency measures for coping

with any curtailment or cut-off of their supplies.
Furthermore , the companies would undertake
to make efforts , principally in concert among
themselves, to balance their crude-oil availabilities and requirements on non- discriminatory
p ri ce terms.

will be submitting proposals
to the Council concerning the forms the con-

The Commission

certation process could suitably take. It

will supply the Council

with

an analysis of the conditions which have to be
fulfilled and a plan of

action enabling the use
of nuclear energy to be increased and speeded

up as much as possible.
Independently of the measures proposed to the
Council with respect to the environmental

In addition ,

intends to consider the desirability of

The Commission

also

creating

for this purpose the status of ' recognized' companies which by giving certain undertakings
would be entitled to advantages in return.

industrial , scientific and technological policies,
this plan of action will aim at strengthening the
Common Mark' et by introducing open bidding
for public utility contracts and the like and by
the removal of technical barriers due to differences between standards and criteria , in particular in the assessment of safety requirements
for nuclear installations. It will also deal with
the stimulation of demand through measures to
facilitate the financing of nuclear installations

and to ensure then1 a regular an.d stable supply
of fuel on economically satisfactory terms.
Furthermore ,

public

opinion must be more

aware of the need to make use of nuclear

energy, its advantages as regards environmental

conservation , and

the action being taken to

make nuclear installations safer and
prevent damage to the environment.

to help

Nuclear energy

With more particular regard to nuclear fuel
speed-up in the use of nuclear energy is of
major importan~e not only as regards security
of supp~ies , but also. for reasons relating to

cost and environmental considerations.

supplies ,

the Commission is to forward to the
Council prop,osals which will make it possible,
not later- than 31 December 1973, to adopt a
policy for the supply of enriched uranium based
on the

objectives

set and decisions reached in
the CounciL1 This policy

According to the Second Illustrative Nuclear
Programme , extended
the enlarged Comcommissioning,
munity, it appears that

the Resolution of

aimed at.

the establishment of an independent uranium
enrichment capability within the Community,
provisions to be made with

to

the

between now and 1985, of a nuclear capacity
of 130 GWe is the minimum which should be
Exceeding this target would help to reduce oil
consumption and the Community should try to
ensure that in the near future the entire increase
in generating capacity provided by large units

is nuclear.

which is designed to provide the Community
users with a reliable source of supply will particularly deal with measures designed to promote

and with the

regard to suppJies

from outside sources. It will

line with the new
production objectives resulting from the move

be progressively

revised in

towards maximum use

of nuclear energy.

This would be an orientation towards a nuclear
generating capacity of

200 GWe towards th'

middle of the next decade.

Adopted 22 May 1 1973.
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Coal

reconciled with the demandS' of environmental

The Community possesses a coal production

which it is necessary to secure

potential for

as

large a share of the total energy demand
coverage as possible at reasonable prices.

Accordingly, medium-term guidelines will need
to be prepared , outlining the future role of coal
in the Community s energy supply. These
guidelines must be based upon review of the
relative situation of each coalfield and take
account of the long-term trend of the cost of

competing forms of energy.
The new Community system of aids for coking
coal whIch the Commission

with the assent

is to introduce

of the Council

is a first

important component in a supply policy.
The pres~rvation of coal- fired capacity at power
sta ~Ions IS an element in the electricity industry s securIty of supply, and at the same time
a factor in competition. This requires measures
to ensure the maximum possible use of Community coal in power stations and , when this coal
is not available at acceptable prices , to provide

for the progressive opening-up' of the Co.

munity market to imports from third countries.

Natural gas
Despite increased , coordinated and diversified
imports from outside, and the enhancing

exploration in the Community area , natUral gas
will remain a relatively scarce form of energy.
In view of its special advantages , particularly

as regards

environmental conservation
to ensure its best

means ,

care

use. This

must be taken

in principle , limitations

on supplies to

power stations, the absence of restrictions on
intra- Community trade , and efforts to improve
the intermeshing of transport

networks and of

storage facilities.

Environmental protection

The aim of ensuring that the Community
adequately supplied with energy has to b'
S. 6/73

protection.

The action called for in this field concerns in
the first place motor vehicle exhausts and the
emissions due to the presence of sulphur in the
fuels used to run fixed installations. Attention
must be given to the problem of waste coolants
from thermal power stationS' , and of the
location of power stations. Lastly, with the
growing recourse to nuclear energy, it is necessary that , quite apart from the harmonization of
~riteria . referred to earlier , the safety of the
InstallatIons should be further improved and
satisfactory arrangements made for the management and storage of radioactive waste.

